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ABSTRACT
Name
Reg. Number
Major
Faculty
Title

: Alfira Utami
: 40300113018
: English and Literature Department
: Adab and Humanities
: The Symbolic Meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance Performed
in Gowa Regency
Supervisor I : H. Barsihannor
Supervisos II : Masykur Rauf

This research aims to find out the symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional
Dance Performed in Gowa Raya. This research was analyzed based on Ferdinand de
Saussure’s theory about signifier and dignified. This research applied qualitative
method and used semiotic approach to analyze the data. The researcher used literature
review, interview, and documentation as the instrument to present the valid data. The
findings showed that they four kinds to analyzed Pakarena such as the motion, song,
instrument and costumes.
The results of this study indicate the meaning of the symbol of each
movement Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance in Bulutana Tinggi Moncong
district of Gowa Regency, not only the dance movement but also the poetry (kelong),
instruments and costumes in the dance.
Keywords: Semiotic, Symbolic, Traditional, Dance, Meanings.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Background
Dance in reality is actually the appearance of body movements, the body as an

expression tool for verbal communication and body language is very important for
humans. Body movements can be enjoyed as part of body language communication.
The body has a role and function to be the language of motion to obtain the meaning
of movement.
Dance is the soul an expression occurring in motion created beautifully and
follows the rhythm of the music. In the course of dance there is a symbolic gesture
that shows a message conveyed to the audience. Hawkins (1990: 2) Dance is the
expression of the human spirit that is transformed by the imagination and given from
through the medium of motion, so that it becomes a form symbolizing her motion as
an expression of the creator. Setiawati (2008: 20) Dance on the fact indeed is the
appearance of motion of the body. Therefore, the body as tool says for verbal
communication and body language are very important role for humans. Body
movement can be enjoyed as part of communication is body language.
One of the functions of dance is as a system of symbols something created by
humans and conventionally used together, regularly and truly learned so as to give a
sense of human nature that is a framework full of meaning to orient themselves to
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others. Segers (1978: 5) the dance can also be seen from its function as a system
symbol or also called semiotic. Semiotic is a discipline that investigates all forms or
communication that occurs by means of sign and based on sign system or sign system.
System of symbol is closely related to the art of dance because in the dance has
certain in symbols in an each presentation as in motion, costume and makeup.
In Gowa, art has some dance work learned from generation to generation is
currently held by the third generation, namely Mak Cida. The dance wants to research
is Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang from Gowa South Sulawesi. The characteristic of
the Pakarena dance, in addition to performed dance moves, the dancers also chant
poetry in dances that have a moral message characteristic. Pakarena Dendang Ri
Dendang as a traditional dance tells about a woman who is Waiting for the proposed.
Furthermore, Islam also gave the explanation about it, specifically it was
stated in Al-qur’an that God creates something in pairs.

“And everything we create in pairs can you remember the greatness of God”
(Az-Zariat : 49)
From the verse above, it can be summarize that we have created everything in
the universe in pairs to complement each other. Similarly with Pakarena Dendang Ri
Dendang where the woman have to be patient for the proposed because God creates
something in pairs.
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Pakarena in Makassar is “Akkarena” which means “Bermain”. Gowa people
usually dance Pakarena for custom event or entertainment. People do not think of
Gowa Pakarena Dance as entertainment, but as a thanksgiving that represent each of
the aesthetic movement of the dance. It is told that the dance originated from the
mythical tale Pakarena farewell occupant “Boting Langi” (land of the God) and the
occupants “Lino” (earth) in the old days. Before parting, “Boting Langi” teaches
“Lino” about the way of living, farming, raising up to how to hunt which became a
dance ritual when the inhabitants of the “Lino” convey a sense of her residents
“Boting Langi”.
Pakarena Traditional dance is interested phenomenon to researched, because
this dance is usual dance in the show on royal ceremonies, but now rarely used.
Therefore, until now this dance still develop although has been eroded by changing
times. The changes make it a different, does not mean the same as the more advanced
development or decline altogether more retarded than previous state. Dance in
ceremonies are basically not the same from time to time, both in motion, the length of
time, the costumes, the place, and so on. All of that changed with each society’s life.
Pakarena Dance originally only performed in the Kingdom, now involve in
the community in the festivities which considers all habits that used to be exercised
by the Kings should still be implemented. However, the values that are contained in
Pakarena Dance still held and trusted by the community. There are some changes
Pakarena Dance in this era, as dancers, venues, and customs. Pakarena Dancers today
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is different from Pakarena Dancer in old periode. When the era Kingdoms, Pakarena
Dancers is the teenage girls who are still sacred condition, or not menstruation. In
nowadays, the dancers are adult or who have menstruation because consider has
many get life experience or dancing. The younger generation now is still less who
want to learn Pakarena Dance, because the movement just looks monotonous, and the
lack of Pakarena coach so the generation right now are more likely to learn the
creations dance.
This dance is a mean of entertainment and welcoming the sombayya (kings)
in the way of marriage, harvest parties, circumcision and others. Now this dance can
still be found on special events, because its presence that has been displaced by more
dynamic modern dance as a mean of entertainment. Costume dance is now modified
in such a way that the old costume has been forgotten. As a classic dance, Pakarena
must be maintained and preserved as a cultural heritage. As a youth, it is an important
task that must be carried out in preserving culture in South Sulawesi in terms of
traditional dance.
The symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance is very beneficial to be
reviewed, because the community of South Sulawesi do not know what the meaning
of Pakarena Traditional Dance. Especially for the successor cultures have much to
find out about the cultures of South Sulawesi. Based on the reason, the researcher
interested to analyze “The symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance
Performed in Gowa Regancy”
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B. Research Question
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated research question
as follow: What are the symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance performed
in Gowa Regency?
C. Research Objective
Based on the question above, the objective of the research is: To find out the
symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance performed in Gowa Regency.
D. Research Significance
There are two kinds of significance in this research, which were theoretically
and practically. In theoretically, the researcher hopes the reader know the symbolic
meanings of Pakarena Traditional dance and an able to get information or knowledge
about Pakarena Traditional Dance. For the students, this research may help them to
improve their ability in interprets like Pakarena Traditional Dance or another.
In practically, the result of the research is expected to be as reference for the
next observes who want to concern their research on the symbolic meanings of
Pakarena Traditional dance performed in Gowa Regancy.
E.

Research Scope
It is important to the researcher to limit this study. The researcher used

Semiotic theory by Ferdinand De Saussure about Signifier and Signified (1916:65).
He says that signifier is to describe the form or expression and signified is to explain
meaning and concept.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previous Finding
Purwanto (2010), in his thesis “A Symbol Analysis on Punk Song Lyrics
American Idiot (Green Day): God Save The Queen Sex Pistols”. In this research, the
researcher focused on the symbols that used in two punk songs they are American
Idiot (Green Day), God Save the Queen (Sex Pistols). In this research the researcher
used qualitative method in analyzing American Idiot (Green Day), God Save the
Queen (Sex Pistols) which contains some symbols. This study was useful to the
readers who want to know further about symbol analysis and explication about the
lyric, and their contribution in building the themes in those lyrics. The researcher
applied semiotic approach to describe this research.
Fikri (2016), in her thesis “The Symbolic Meaning of Punakawan in Puppet
and Its Relevance to Islamic Ethics”. This research, the researcher used symbolic
interaction as a theoretical framework introduced by George Herbert Mead. In this
research the researcher used qualitative method and it applied semiotic approach to
described the symbolic meaning of Punakawan in Puppet art. Then this research used
inductive method to make easy to serve the data. The result of the research. Those
approaches and techniques of research are used to get a deep knowing that related to
Islamic ethic.
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Darwis (2017) in his thesis “The Symbolic Meanings of Ringgo Dance in East
Luwu Regency. This research, the researcher used qualitative method and it applied
semiotic approach to described symbolic meanings of Ringgo Dance. In primary data
the researcher did observation and interviewed related about the research. Secondary
data is obtained from some data related to research in the form of books, articles, and
data from literature and other literature related to this research. Then, analyzed using
interactive models of Miles and Huberman. The results of this research showed the
representation of the symbolic message in Ringgo Dance consists of the attributes
used and the dancer's body movements.
The similarities of this research with the previous research above were talking
about culture and meanings. The differences were this research focused on analyzing
the symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance performed in Gowa Regancy.
The researcher used the first concept of Semiotic theory by Ferdinand De Saussure
about Signifier and Signified.
B.

Pertinent Ideas

1.

Semiotics
In everyday life, humans were not loose with a sign or symbols. Sign and

symbols can be found in various traditional ceremonies that held by various
communities. As for the study of the sign and symbols are semiotic. Danesi (2011:30)
Saussure described sign as a binary structure, which structures consist of two parts:
First, the physical part is called Signifier and Second, conceptual part is called
signified.
7

Semiotics becomes one of study that even becomes tradition in
communication theory. Semiotics purposed to find out the meanings that contained in
a sign or interpret the meaning so that is known how to communicators to construct
the message. Littlejohn (2009:53) the traditions of semiotics are consist of set
theories about how the signs presented items, ideas, situations, emotions, and the
condition of the outside signs itself. Cultural codes which become one of the factors
of the construction of meaning in a symbol becomes in an important aspect to know
the sign of the message in the construction. As one of thought study in cultural
studies, of course semiotic viewed how cultures was becoming cornerstone of thought
from the formation of meaning in a sign.
The use of semiotics as a method of reading in various branches of science is
possible because there was inclination to looked several of social phenomena in
language. Pialang (in Tinarbuko, 2012:11) the explorer of semiotics as study method
into several branches of science was possible because there was inclination to looked
several of social discourse. Based on the semiotics view, when the whole social
practice can be considered the phenomenon of language, then everything can be
viewed as a sign. This was possible because the extend of understanding of the sign
itself.
In semiotic science of communication and sign system, in short of the ways
people understand phenomenon organize them mentally and of the ways in which
they devise means for transmitting that understanding and for sharing it with other.
Eco (1979:4) a general semiotic should include not only a theory of how codes may
8

establish ruler for system of signification, but also a theory of how sign may be
produced and interpreted.
2.

Semiotics of Ferdinand de Saussure
Ferdinand de Saussure who the first to formulate a systematic way to

analyze language, which can also be used to analyze system sign or symbol in the life
of the community, by using structural analysis. Language is a system of signs that
express ideas thus can be compared with the writing, the symbolic ceremony, forms
and manners, etc. Analyze human thought process structuralism from the starting
concept to appear symbols or signs such as ceremonies, military signs and so on
forming system of the language. Saussure develops a language as a system of signs.
The most famous concept is the distinction a sign language into two aspects, that is
the signified and signifier.
There are five concepts of Saussure in binary opposition, there are:
a) Signified and Signifier
Saussure argues that the basic elements of the language are sign of linguistic
or linguistic signs, which is also called words. The sign is the unity of signifier and
signified. Although the signifier and signified looks as entities separated, but
both there are only as a component of the sign. The sign is the basic fact of language.
Bredin (1984:67) Saussure introduces the concept of language sign. According to
Saussure, the sign of language is the main unit of language because language is
merely a large number of signals that are related to each other by various means. In
Saussure’s view the language sign does not combine an object with its name but
9

between the concept and the sound image. The combination of concepts and sound
images is a sign. The internal structure of the sign in Saussure’s view is binary or
dyadic, consisting of a sound image slice which is then called a signifier and a
conception slice called a signified.
Chandler (2002:20) says that model of sign by Saussure is in the dyadic
tradition, that is;

Signified
Signifier
Figure. 2.1
b) Syntagmatic and Associative (Paradigmatic)
The forms of language can be described carefully with researched relation of
associative (paradigmatic) and relation of sintagmatic. Example from outside is pillar
of the building. The pillars related to each other with the other parts of the building,
and related with a kind of other pillar that could be used. Associative relation
(paradigmatic) is derivatives relation or inflective a series of form with basic form of
language units. While the sintagmatic relation is relation that obtained if the units to
put within the one follow of speech.
Chandler (2002:79) Saussure claims that a sign is meaningful because the sign
is different from other marks. The differences can be paradigmatic or syntagmatic.
Syntagmatic is the same thing that can be compared with something else that
determine the value of mark, while the paradigmatic is something that is not the same
10

that can be exchanged with something else that determines the value of the sign.
Syntagmatic concerns the placements, while the paradigmatic concerning
replacement or substance.
c) Langue and Parole
Langue is a systematic and abstract system of a language without the system,
meaning parole speech is not possible. Sanders (2004:5) interpreting langue as a
potential linguistic system that is in the minds of all members of a society said, and
waiting to be raised in the parole of individual speech or speech acts.
The grammar contained in books or vocabulary in a dictionary is a langue,
whereas speech or writing produced when communicating orally or in writing can be
in it there is error, repetition or simplification is parole. Wahab (1989: 7) believes
definition of parole is the whole of what the person said, like construction of
individuals the appears from the choices of speaker or pronunciation that required to
produce this constructions based on free choice. Therefore, the parole is manifestation
of individual language.
The differences of language studies on langue and parole influences not only
linguistic studies by later scholars, but also studies in other disciplines such as film,
advertising, literature and politics.
d) Synchronic and Diachronic
In the term synchronic linguistic studies on the linguistic it means study about
linguistic for specific time. While diachronic is language study from time to time.
Therefore, the language can be tracked over time and studied for a period of time.
11

The diachronic approach seeks to investigate the history of languages, relationship
between languages and reconstruct the languages that have been lost. Sampson (2005:
18) synchronic approach attempts to analyze the language as a communication system
that exists within a certain time bracket. In the same language Berger (2005: 18)
explains that Saussure’s diachronic is historical, while synchronic is analytic, so
synchronous text analysis will see the international ships between elements in the text,
whereas diachronic aims to see how the narrative in the text develops.
e) Mental and physical
In terms of mental, language is a totally of thoughts in the human psyche.
Physically, the language is the vibration of air through a tube in the tool talk man.
Because mental and human physical beings become one, then language is a meeting
between soul and mind in totally the vibration that are created through the tools of
speech.
3.

Symbols
Symbols are a kind of sign, paintings, words, badges, gestures, and so on that

expressed something or contains a specific purpose. The symbol of something or
situation that is understanding of media to the object. Herusatoto (2000:10) the words
symbols come to Greek “Symbolos” which means a sign or traits that to tell
something to someone. Hartoko and Rahmanto (in Sobur 2009:157) divided symbols
into three, there are:
a. Universal symbols, related with Arketipos. Example sleep as a symbol of
death.
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b. Cultural symbols that are affected by specific culture. Exaxmple Keris
from Java.
c. Individual symbols that usually can be interpreted in the context of the
overall work of the author.
Symbol is a literary element used in literature to help readers understand a
literary work. The particular ideas or quality that is expressed by symbol. Fontana
(1994: 8) Symbol is human communications depends largely or sign in the form of
written or spoken words, images or gestures. Then, symbols are profound expressions
of human nature.
In this study, a symbol is a viewed as a material expression or form
conventionally standing for an idea, a belief process, or act, figure or sign. Literary
device that contains several layers of meaning, often concealed at first sight, and is
representative of several other aspects, concept or traits than those that are visible in
the literal translation alone. The symbol is using an object or action that means
something more than its literal meaning.
Based on explanation above the researcher also gave definition about symbol,
symbol was something used for or regarded as representing something else, a material
object representing something.
4. Kelong
In Makassar literature, the word Kelong is known. Kelong is generally
interpreted as singing. Like the word Akkelong, this means singing. But what is meant
by Kelong in regional literature is a kind of rhyme, but can be pronounced like
13

someone who sings. Kembong (2008: 34) said Kelong is one type of Makassar
literature in the form of poetry. Seen in terms of Kelong, especially the traditional
Kelong has a similarity with the Pantun in Indonesian literature, such as four lines in
a stanza, has poetry, and has no title.
Special characteristics Kelong in the traditional Makassar that are:
1) The lines in the Kelong stanza are an integral whole to support a meaning.
2) The unity of sound contained in each row is a syntactic unity in the form of
words / groups of words with the pattern 2/2/1/2.
3) Number of syllables on each patterned line 8/8/5/8.
The meaning in the Makassar Kelong contains values in social life. Value is
something that is valued or respected or something that is to be achieved because it is
considered as something that is valuable or worth. So in the Makassar Kelong it was
found to contain several values that needed to be keep and preserved.
5.

Pakarena Traditional Dance
1) The History of Pakarena
In traditional dance implied message from society in the form of knowledge,

ideas, beliefs, values and norm. Alwi (2013: 1038) traditional art is art created by
people who contain elements of beauty that the result belong together. Pakarena
Dance is an art that related to various aspects of human life which is filled with a high
philosophy from the depiction of life, both at the lower level and at the top level. In
its implementation, Pakarena is a spectacle and entertainment for invited guests and
the surrounding community. Not only as entertainment, but also Pakarena have moral
14

values and messages. In other these functions Pakarena as a medium of
communication and aesthetic expression in its function as a messenger.
Pakarena Traditional Dance is one the traditional dances in Indonesia.
Pakarena Traditional Dance comes from Gowa Regency, South Sulawesi. In Gowa
language, “Pakarena” comes from word of “Akkarena” the definition of “Main”
whereas affix of “Pa” means “the performers”. People of Gowa usually perform
Pakarena Traditional Dance in custom or entertainment events. However, Gowa
people do not consider the dance for entertainment only, but also as an act of
thanksgiving that is represented by each of the aesthetic movement of the dance.
Bantang (2004) said Pakarena comes from the word “Akkarena” which broadly
means playing, playing can be interpreted as playing sports, playing pencak silat, or
playing spears. “Akkarena” got the prefix “pa” into Pakarena, meaning a form of
dance that developed in the middle of the Makassar community, which began with
the development of the kingdom of Gowa as the largest kingdom in the Indonesian
region.
Nobody knows the exactly about the origin of this dance, but the story that
develop in the people of Gowa told that Pakarena Traditional Dances comes from a
myth, which tells two inhabitants of different lands, Botting Langi (from the
Kahyangan land) and inhabitant of Lino (from the earth). When the two lands were
ready to be separated, boting langi taught Lino inhabitants about the way of life start
from how to grow crops, how to build and nourish husbandry until the ways to hunt
the animals through the motions of hand, body, and foot. At the end, as a gratitude
15

expression of the inhabitants of Lino to the inhabitants of Botting Langi the
inhabitants of Lino combined every motion becomes a dance named Pakarena
Traditional Dance.
Pakarena Traditional Dance is played by four until seven women and the
dancer must be women. Because of the dance, basically reflect the characteristic of
Gowa women like soft, polite, faithfull and obedient. They accompany the beauty of
Pakarena Traditional Dance by bright costume by the red, white, light green and
yellow colors. The complete costume consists of “Baju Pahang” (made of woven),
“Lipa’ Sa’be” (typical silk sarong from South Sulawesi), and jewelries like necklace,
bracelet, bun, and big size fan.
Pakarena expresses the elegance of the Makassar ethnic women symbolizing
their politeness, loyalty, obedience and respect towards their spouses. The dance
consists of 12 parts that have their own distinct meanings although they are difficult
to differentiate by untrained eyes, since patterns appear to be similar. Both the seated
position which commences and ends the performance, as well as the clock wise
movement represent the cycle of human life, sometimes we are the top, while at other
times we are down. Therefore, Pakarena Dancer cannot open the eyes too wide, feet
and hands also may not be raised too high. In all choreographies, the dancers hold and
play the distinct traditional fan.
Pakarena Traditional Dance has beautiful aesthetic movement that you can see
in every hand motion and foot motion. The dance is always accompanied by two
Tambours, Kannong-Kannong, Gong, Kancing, and a pair of Puik-Puik (flute) that is
16

played by seven men. To hit the drum, the players usually use drumsticks or
“Ba’bala” that is made from buffalo’s horm and also use both hands. The sound of
the drums implies the strong character of South Sulawesi men. In other versions, the
dance is also accompanied by song. For the people of Gowa and Makassar, this dance
is already become a part of life and as a reflection of ideology. Thedance is also as a
media that is connecting them to God. The beauty of Pakarena Traditional Dance
should be conserved and enjoyed because of its meaning.
2) Costume and accessories
In Pakarena dance, the dancer used “Baju Bodo” as traditional costume of
South Sulawesi. This costume usually used in wedding party, dancing or other event.
Jalins (1990: 6) argued the costume that glutinous to someone is reflection of soul
and characters of someone. Koten (1991:2) traditional costume is one of an identity
or characteristic identity of wearer it. The people of South Sulawesi usually called
“Baju Bodo” with term “Baju Tokko”. “Baju Tokko” have shaped square and short
sleeve made with various color and used muslin cloth. Muslin cloth is the cloth that
made from roll cotton that weaves used yarn cotton. There are many colors of “Baju
Bodo” such as: yellow, red, purple, white, black, green and orange. All of the colors
have special meaning.
While, in South Sulawesi sarong was usually called “Lipa’ Sa’be” that used
with “Baju Bodo”. “Lipa’ Sa’be” is silk sarong with boxes motive and usually use
bright color. Usually this “Lipa’ Sa’be” suitable with the color of “Baju Bodo”. Not
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only woman, but also the man also used “Lipa’ Sa’be” when play the music however
the motive is biggest.
In tradition, costume of South Sulawesi also uses accessories. Accessories that
used to furnish ”Baju Bodo ”and “Lipa’ Sa’be. Some of accessories that used, such
as: necklace, bracelet, large headcraft, earrings, sima’ and flowers. And every of
accessories have special meaning.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Method
The researcher used the qualitative method as the approach to collect analysis
and write the report. Qualitative approach is also as the assumption that the researcher
is primary instrument for data collection and analysis. The researcher physically went
to site to observe the natural setting and understanding gained through word
(Creswell 1994:21)
B. Object of the Research
Primary data was the symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance
performed in Gowa Regancy. Secondary data were the respondents such as; the
dancer in Sanggar or art workers in Gowa Mak Cida and musician who knew about
Pakarena Traditional Dance Puang Nasir.
C. Instrument of the Research
In conducting the data, the researcher delivered literature review, interview
and documentation.
1. Literature review
The researcher read some references and reading the materials in the form of
research books about Pakarena Traditional Dance.
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2. Interview
The researcher interviewed to the respondent which consists of some
questions related to the meaning of symbols that had been prepared and carried out
directly and more deeply towards the parties concerned, such as custom figures,
dancer figures, traditional dancer and traditional musician (See Appendix 1).
Mardalis (2009:46) stated that interview is used to conduct direct question with the
local people to obtain the accurate primary data as answer of research problem.
3. Documentation
The researcher took pictures during the research process as documentation.
Documentation is collected data by taking data from records, documentation, and
administration that appropriate with the problem of research. In this research the data
generated like image in dance demonstration, reading and understanding of the
symbols that contained in Pakarena Dance movements and the notes during this
research in progress (See Appendix 2). Suwandi, (2008:158) states that
documentation is when the researcher goes to the tourist offices and write object of
the research.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
In collecting data, the researcher applied several procedures as follow:
1. The researcher visited the studio and saw the direct performance of Pakarena
Traditional Dance.
2. The researcher took a picture in every motion of Pakarena Traditional Dance.
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3. The researcher gave interview to the informant which consists of some
questions about Pakarena Traditional Dance.
4. The researcher analyzed the symbols of Pakarena Traditional Dance.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
In analyzing data, the researcher did several procedures as follows:
1. The researcher used Semiotic theory by Ferdinand De Saussure about
Signifier and Signified (1916:65). He says that signifier is to describe the
form or expression and signified is to explain meaning and concept.
2. The researcher drew the conclusion from all the findings that the researcher
found.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, the researcher would like to analyze based on research
question in previous chapter, The symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance
performed in Gowa Regency
To answer the question above, the researcher recorded Pakarena movements
and analyzed every movement, music, song, and costume using the semiotic theory of
signified and signifier by Ferdinand de Saussure. Therefore, the symbolic of Pakarena
traditional dance using semiotic theory.
A. Findings
The symbolic meanings of Pakarena Traditional Dance performed in Gowa
Regency the researcher analyzed semiotic theory by Ferdinand de Saussure with
signifier and signified.
In South Sulawesi there are several types of arts that support the realization of
national culture. One of these arts is the Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance
located in Tinggi Moncong district of Gowa Regency. Pakarena Dendang Ri
Dendang began to be danced since the appearance of the Bulutana Kingdom in
Malino. In analyzing Pakarena dance, the researcher divided it into four parts such as
movement, song, instrument and costume.
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1. The Movement in Pakarena Traditional Dance
Motion is a movement of the limbs, whether it be hand movements, legs, eyes
that have meaning in every movement. Pakarena Dance are some kinds of movements
that have special meaning or could have been in a movement that is a sign of the
Pakerana Dance that never changed at all. For more details, the following is a table of
analysis of Pakarena Dance in movement.
Signifier

Picture 4.1
Signified
Reference Movement is a movement to honor the guests who come by sitting
with the right foot in buckling upwards and right hand is placed on the foot.
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
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Signifier

Picture 4.2
Signified
The second movement is the position of the left hand fingers bud (pucu'na) as
a form of respect to the kings with the position of the foot is still like the first position.
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Signifier

Picture 4.3
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Signified
The third movement is to stand upright and use the fan as a dance property.
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Signifier

Picture 4.4

Signified
The fourth movement is turned to face the right with both hands in wide open
parallel to the shoulder and thumb still attached with the index finger. (Interviewed
with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
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Signifier

Picture 4.5
Signified
The fifth movement is turned to face left with both hands opened wide parallel
to the shoulders as the fourth movement. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July
2018, Bulutana).
Signifier

Picture 4.6
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Signified
The last movement is the closing movement. In this motion again sit like the
first movement of the difference using the fan on the right. (Interviewed with Puang
Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
The Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance movement is very simple, soft and
flowing, the pososition of the foot moves to the left and to the right with a foresight
down. The position of the fingers of the left hand buds (pucu'na), the position of the
right hand holding the fan just swings forward down, up, and to the right side. The
dancer's facial expression looked calm and the dancer's motion pattern was repeated.
2. Kelong in Pakarena

Dendang ri denndang....
Sallomi na kammi konteng na tingara pa’dewangang...
Nakuntunginja nata’galana sarenna...

Signifier
Dendang ri dendang.......
Signified
Ladies....
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Signifier
Sallomi na kammi konteng na tingara pa’dewangang...
Signified
It's been a long time waiting...
Signifier
Nakuntunginja nata’galana sarenna...
Signified
She still thinks about the fate or the next life...

Song or commonly called kelong which is sung by dancers when dancing the
dance. The poetry contained in the Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance has spells
containing messages or advice. This poem is sung from the beginning of the
movement to the end by being repeated until the dance is finished.
3. The instrument in Pakarena
Pakarena dance there is a musical instrument used to complete a dance and
Pakarena dance musical instrument used only two drums (Ganranng) that are played
by musicians who are proficient in the field.
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Signifier

Picture 4.7
Signified
In South Sulawesi, especially in Gowa regency, the musical instrument used
to accompany Pakarena Dance is Gendang (Ganrang). The drum is made of wood
and the top and bottom using a cowhide so that the sound that is issued at the time of
the very melodious. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana)
Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang Dance uses external and internal music.
External music is a music accompaniment played by a drummer and a kelong poem
which is sung by musicians with poems performed by dancers simultaneously. In this
dance the musical instrument used is two drums (ganrang) which are played by two
professional musicians.
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4. Costume and Accessories
Costume is a dress used when dancing to look beautiful and to support the
appearance at the time of staging. In other costumes, accessories are also used as a
complement the dancing.
Signifier

1
2
3

4

Picture 4.8

Signified
1. Baju Bodo or Makassar people call it Tokko clothes is a garment that is used in
Pakarena dance a red rectangular shape.
2. Shawl is one of the complement of dance pakarena and shawl used is a white
shawl.
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3. Fan is one of the important things used in Pakarena Dance not only as a
complement but also as a distinctive feature in the dance itself.
4. Lipa' Sabbe is a sarong typical of South Sulawesi commonly used with bodo
clothes. Lipa' Sabbe has many features such as boxes, lines, or horizontal.
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana)
Tokko clothes, Lipa' sabbe, fans, scarves and flowers are costumes used in
Pakarena Dance which have their own meaning in every color, style, and shape.
B. Discussion
Pakarena Dance developed since the establishment of Gowa Kingdom.
Basically Pakarena Dance is an art that associated with various human life, with a
variety of high philosophy about the depiction of life both within the community and
the kingdom. Along with the development of the times, the expert of Dendang Ri
Dendang still maintains the originality of his movement.
Mak Cida is one of the Pakarena Dance masters who are members of IKARE
studio (Ikatan Pakarena Gowa Raya) located in Bulutana village, Kec. Tinggi
Moncong Kab. Gowa which untill now still uphold the value and sanctity of Pakarena
Dance especially Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang. She studied the dance around the
age of 9 years and now mak Cida is 85 years old even though he cannot dance
anymore he still can sing along at the dance in the start.
Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang is a classical dance that until now its
movement was never changed or still original. The dance is passed down from
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generation to generation by Cida mothers around the time of the Kingdom of Gowa
which is still preserved by the children and grandchildren.
The number of dancers Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang must be even, usually
amounted to 2 to 12 female dancers and there is no age limit if you want to learn this
dance. The movement is very simple as well as with the costumes he used was very
simple, using the clothes bodo (tokko), sarong, fan, shawl, and flowers on the left.
This dance has a very deep meaning about a lady or a woman who is waiting for the
appeal, until the time comes a man who came from far to apply for the woman.
This dance accompaniment consists of two internal accompaniment in the
form of poetry sung by the dancers and external accompaniment in the form of two
drums (Ganrang). In this dance there are only two drums that are used differently in
other areas that already use the flute, gong, pui-pui in accompanying Pakarena. The
people in Bulutana still maintain the authenticity of their dance so until now the
dance is still there as well as the music is still awake its authenticity.
Difference with the Pakarena Dance in general the movement is very slow,
Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang has a movement that is not too slow so that the
duration needed in the dance is not long. It's just a movement that looks monotonous
and in repeated as well as with his poetry.
Picture 4.1 can be seen in the first movement is the first movement where in
this movement dancers sit with the position of the right foot in bend and left foot
touching the floor and right hand is on the right foot. In signifier the movement
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signifies a sense of modesty towards the guests or kings who come in an event such
as royal events, weddings and others. In the early movements of dancers are still in a
sitting position while poetry or commonly called Kelong. (Interviewed with Puang
Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Picture 4.2 The second movement is the position of the fingers of the left
hand bud (Pucu'na), in the signifier it’s as a form of reverence to the kings, officials
and guests who come with the foot position is still like the initial position of
reverence. In this movement the dancer is still singing until it finishes on again.
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Picture 4.3 The third movement is to stand slowly while singing Dendang Ri
Dendang. In this movement, the dancer is still in the ready position with the foresight
down and has not moved while waiting, the dancer keeps singing assisted with the
Ganrang musical instrument. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018,
Bulutana).
Picture 4.4 The fourth movement is a rotating motion clockwise while
moving both hands forward and back with the position of the hand using a fan with
the same view to the front down. Its signifier is a cycle of human life from where it
was born until marriage and then died. That's how it goes all the way to her children
and grandchildren. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
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Picture 4.5 The fifth movement is rotating to the left with the same
movement as the fourth movement. This movement is a pattern of motion that done
repeatedly. Repetition of motion and variation are completely performed by the
dancers, as well as the singing called kelong poem. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir.
16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Picture 4.6 The sixth movement of sitting is the final or concluding
movement of a dance. In this movement the position of the dancer is the same at the
beginning of the movement, the right leg is buckled while the left leg still touches the
floor and the right hand holds the fan with the position above the calf. Along with the
end of the movement the lyrics of the kelong are over. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir.
16th July 2018, Bulutana).
The poem in the rhyme Dendang Ri Dendang tells about a lady or a woman.
The meaning of this song is a woman, who has long waited for a man where at that
time came a man to propose, but he still thinks about what his next fate or life would
be if he was with the man. Therefore as a woman must really think carefully about
what and how the background of the man. Kelong Dendang Ri Dendang is sung
simultaneously at the time began to dance from beginning to end. (Interviewed with
Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Picture 4.7 The musical instrument used in accompanying dance is Gendang.
The drum in Makassar is called Ganrang, made of wood of choice, porters and
trawlers made of rattan and kenur (tasi), the shape is rounded round, the two edges
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each have holes, then covered with goat skin, cow or reindeer skin. Before it is
installed the skin should be dried to produce a good sound. In Pakarena Dance
Dendang Ri Dendang using two middle or medium size drums commonly called
Ganrang Pakarena. The blows used in this dance are Tunrung Rumble (opening and
transition blows), Tunrung Rua (two stroke), Tunrung Lambussu (continuous blow).
(Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th July 2018, Bulutana).
Picture 4.8 in Pakarena dance Dendang Ri Dendang dancer wearing a shirt
bodo (Tokko) is red. Starting from the royal period color of clothes used in the dance
that is still red. Why red color? Because at that time the red color is often used during
the royal event so that until now never changed. (Interviewed with Puang Nasir. 16th
July 2018, Bulutana).
Fans and scarves are characteristic in Pakarena Dance. The fan used is a
folding fan while the shawl used is a white scarf. White is identical to holy, clean so
that at the time of dancing will feel a peace
Lipa 'Sabbe is Sarong weaving typical of South Sulawesi used at the time of
dancing. Motives also vary from large and small boxes, lines and horizontal. In
Pakarena dance the dancers used a sarong with a Sarong position must pass the ankle
or cover all the legs. It signifies a politeness towards the kings who come.
In other poetry that has a moral meaning and message, every part of the
Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance is a symbol that has a meaning that implies
waiting for a woman who is waiting for a man but in waiting is still thinking about
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her future fate. That is why in this dance is played by a group of female dancers who
are calm, patient in appropriate with the Dendang Ri Dendang dance.
The creation of a movement is how people live in society. Pakarena Dance is
classified into 11 main movements that must be carried out by the movement is
Sambori'na, Ma'biring Kassi, Digondang, Jangang Lea-lea, D'yolle, So'nayya,
Lambasari, Ani-ani, Leko 'Bo'dong, Sanro Neja, and Dendang. This movement is
included in a dance called Pakarena Dance which has duration from night to morning.
However, usually Pakarena Traditional Dance is separated so that in one place only
uses the dance Pakarena Sambori'na for example and in every place has a different
Pakarena movement. In Bulutana, there are two kinds, Pakarena Dendang Ri
Dendang and Pakarena Soregandang, except that Pakarena who is in the Bulutana
area uses kelong when dancing and the duration is in accordance with the situation
and condition at that time. There were not many studios or people who still want to
maintain or even want to learn about Pakarena Dance in South Sulawesi, for the
reason that very classical dances and movements are so monotonous that people learn
more about Modern Dance.

There are some opinions saying that dance is haram in religion, but when
looking at it from the point of view of the way it is conveyed it is not something that
must be forbidden. For example, the Sufi dance, this dance is usually carried during
certain events even the clothes used are very closed and do not show curves.
Similarly, in the Pakarena Dance, the dancer uses Bodo and Sarong clothes which do
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not show the dancer's curves at all. Meanwhile, the movement was very calm as well
as the Sufi dance. Its different with modern dance that show the curves of the dancer's
body and naturally it is forbidden by some religious people or figures.
In this Pakarena Dance, the researchers not only focus on their movements,
but the costumes they are also still seen politely from the Sarong used to cover their
feet. There are several art critics of South Sulawesi who are very contradictory to the
dancer costumes in this era. They said the dancer costume in the millennial period
was no different from bridal clothes. Moreover, Bodo clothes is the oldest clothes in
the world that was used as everyday clothes until the 1930s. Naturally they said like
this because of their love for the culture of South Sulawesi which has been abandoned
many days, especially the problem of increasingly modern dancer costumes.
In this era, Pakarena Dance is rarely found, especially classical or Pakarena
who have a long duration from morning to night. Pakarena is usually obtained at
traditional events in the village which is still maintaining the authenticity of the dance.
As in the Bulutana area, Pakarena shown still using the original and has not been
changed at all. So that the successors have also been taught since they were young as
well as the music. That is why in the Bulutana area every time there are weddings or
official events, the dance that used is Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang dance.
From various kinds of Pakarena Dance in South Sulawasi, there are some
dances that are suitable for the conditions of the region, such as in areas close to the
beach usually the dance that is played is Ma'biring Kassi (playing by the beach). That
is why before there is Pakarena Dance, people in the area are taught how to grow
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crops, catch fish, process life and so on then from that process a dance movement is
made. That's where the beginning of Pakarena Dance that has many versions in each
region.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions
Dendang Ri Dendang one dance that is still awake its authenticity to this day.
This dance has been hereditary and brought by mak Cida one of maestro Pakarena
Dance in South Sulawesi is incorporated in the studio IKARE (Ikatan Pakarena Gowa
Raya). Now Mak Cida is 85 years old even though she is no longer dancing but she
still used to sing along with dance at the start. Dendang Ri Dendang dance that tells
of a lady or a woman who is waiting for the proposed. One day a man came from far
away to propose to the woman but the woman was still thinking about the fate or the
next life if he married the man. Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang has a poem and sung
by the dancer itself, the musical accompaniment consists of two that is a poem that
serves to strengthen the symbol of every dance movement and two drums that are
played by two musicians.
B. Suggestions
Based on the results of this research, the researcher gave some suggestions:
1. It is hoped that this research becomes information and knowledge to the
public in order to know the meaning contained in the dance movement
Pakarena Dendang Ri Dendang.
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2. For the reader need to realize and appreciate every art of traditional culture in
order to be preserved and developed especially in South Sulawesi region.
3. For the next observation should do further research, especially about Pakarena
in Kec. Bulutana as ethnic dance Makassar to become cultural information.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 : Interview
The interview was done on 16th July 2018 in Sanggar IKARE (Ikatan
Pakarena Gowa Raya) Kelurahan Bulutana, Kecamatan Tinggi Moncong, Kabupaten
Gowa.
Name

: Muhammad Nasir Nyampa

Age

: 73 years old

Address

: Jl. Hj. Ganyu Kelurahan Bulutana Kec. Tinggi Moncong, Kab. Gowa

Job

: Traditional Musician
Interview Guide

Informant
The researcher made interview based on the symbolic meanings of Pakarena
Trditional Dance after saw and record the movement of the dance.
The Researcher

: How old are you?

The Informant

: I am 73 years old.

The Researcher

: What do you know about Pakarena Traditional dance?

The Informant

: Pakarena Gowa Raya dance has existed since the days of the
kingdom. Pakerena Gowa Raya is displayed at a royal party to
entertain kings and invited guests. Because before that there were
no other dances since 1920.
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The Researcher

: What do you know about the meaning in the kelong Dendang Ri
Dendang?

The Informant

: Dendang Ri Dendang it means ladies. Someone came to apply to
come all the way from Java, for example, but the woman was still
thinking about her next life.

The Researcher

: What do you know about the meaning in every color of Baju
Bodo?

The Informant

: The red color means the next great kingdom or official
inauguration and red is the spearhead of all activities and dares to
die with the truth. The yellow color means the government from
the area that comes or the district. While the black color is from
ordinary people as helpers of the government such as sub-district
heads, village heads and so on. The green color is as guests from
outside in the kingdom.

The Researcher

: How many dancers in Pakarena?

The Informant

: Usually 4, 6, 8 until 12 and must be even.

The Researher

: How many durations that need to dancing pakarena?

The Informant

: 15-20 minutes.
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The Researcher

: What is the special meaning in every accessories that use in
Pakarena Dance?

The Informant

: Accessories that use in Pakarena, only flower put on the left hair
there is no necklace, earring, bracelet and bandanna. The flower
on the left hair it’s mean the characteristic of the Pakarena.
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APPENDIX 2
DOCUMENTATION

Mak Cida (Maestro Tari Pakarena)

Dg. Maming and Puang Nasir (Traditional Musician)
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Sanggar IKARE (IKATAN PAKARENA GOWA RAYA)
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